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Recruitment agencies around Johannesburg find work and make it for themselves. Affectionately
known to its inhabitants as Jozi the city was founded on gold. The land that is now a city was
originally a ridge of lonely hills. They were sparsely populated because the winters are cold on the
high veld and there were few sheltering trees. The hunter gatherers who wandered past streams of
white water were blissfully unaware of the untold treasures beneath their feet.

Johannesburg is a large city in Africa and one of the biggest metropolitan areas on the continent.
Like most other cities that began as mining towns it has a distinctive rumbustious character. People
who live there seem to quickly pick up 'can do' attitudes. They move quickly, speak in the latest
jargon or weasel word terms and drive fast. If they have not already made money they tend to be en
route to so doing.

Migrants have headed for Jozi for many years, intent on finding well paid employment and free
accommodation on the mines. In most cases their intention is to return home when they have made
their pile. In many cases that is what they do but many remain to become part of the expanding
permanent population. Soon they shuck off their rural ways and take on the sophistication of the
town.

Many of the gold mines are now worked out. Huge networks of tunnels beneath the ground are like
empty ants' nests. Above them are dumps of the yellow sand that that has been mined out and
millions of people going busily about business. Though most of the gold has gone the city hums with
its own momentum generated by the energy of its people.

This city is literally founded on gold. There is no great water way, no sea port link between two
countries to explain its existence. It sprawls on high veld like a heart pumping life giving enterprise
into the economy of the country. If the heart fails the economy of the country will be in trouble. That
is why employment is such a vital element in sustaining the city and the country that it feeds.

Though mining still provides some jobs as the dumps are re-mined for the yellow metal that was
missed the first time round, the fundamental resource is people. Their energy and ideas drive the
city forward. Many of the natural resources found in surrounding areas are circulated through the
infrastructure that has established itself in the city. Banks, insurance companies, service industries
and manufacturing enterprises thrive in the stimulating atmosphere, feeding, and feeding off one
another.

In general it has at last dawned on economists that the richness of a culture is more important for
economic growth than science and technology are. People who enjoy sport, like art and understand
the need for environmental protection created demands. Technology seeks way to satisfy demand
and so economies thrive.

Recruitment agencies around Johannesburg now search for people in almost all areas of endeavor.
The wealth that has been created in the past has been used to build huge mansions and plant one
of the biggest man-made urban forests in the world to shade the leisure hours of hard working
people. There are jobs for landscapers, architects, textile manufacturers, software engineers,
actors, bankers and doctors. Fortune hunters coming to this city even start their own original
businesses creating new jobs and goods that add to the momentum.
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